
 

EUROPALMS Halloween Snow Owl, animated, 80cm
Animated white owl with light, sound and motion effect

Art. No.: 83316123
GTIN: 4026397702316

List price: 35.58 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397702316

Weight: 0,24 kg

Length: 0.21 m

Width: 0.19 m

Heigth: 0.08 m

Description:

Animated white owl with light, sound and motion effect
White owls are often associated with witchcraft and magic in mythical stories.
Thus, the snowy owl from Europalms is an ideal addition to your decorations for a theme party
or Halloween.
With its eyes wide open and fangs spread, the young snowy owl takes aim at its prey. Its body
is covered with white faux fur and the wing covering is made of white fleece, the upper edge of
which is finished with a strip of faux fur. The fleece is printed with the typical gray grain of the
feathers of juveniles and females. While the young bird's wings move up and down, its eyes
flash red and sharp owl hoots are heard. As a suspension serves a black hanging loop, which is
attached to the back of the head.

The animation of the hanging figure is activated by integrated microphone or wired manual
control. Please ensure sufficient distance to other objects before commissioning, as the
wingspan is approx. 75 cm.

Features:

- Wings  with motion effect
- Eyes red flashing
- Sound effects
- Animation time up to 16 seconds
- Hanging
- Wings shapeable
 Package contents
- 1 x figurine, 1 x user manual

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn83316123.html


Technical specifications:

Power supply: 4,5 V DC

IP classification: IP20

Battery: 3 x Micro (AAA)  (not included)

Effect: Wings with motion effect; eyes red flashing;
sound effects

 Via acoustic sensor or button

 Time up to 16s

Setup: Hanging; Wings shapeable

Standing/fixation: Loop (rope)

Control elements: Sensor selector switch

Color: White

Season: Halloween

Dimensions: Length: 30 cm

 Width: 75 cm

 Height: 10 cm

Weight: 230 g
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